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Directions: There are four parts in this test: Sentence Completion, Cloze, Reading, and Writing. Specific 
instructions are provided at the beginning of each part. Altogether, there are 35 multiple-choice questions and 
one writing task in this test. The total score is 100, with 2 scores for each multiple-choice question, and 30 
scores for the writing task.    
 
Part 1: Sentence Completion ( 20 scores)  

This part contains 10 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, or D for each 
question. You should decide on the best answer to the question. Then, mark your answer on your 
Answer Sheet. For example, if yo ce is B, then mark it like this on your Answer Sheet: 

   
ur answer choi

   
 

 Orders for delivery the same day should be placed no later _____ 12:00 noon.  

2 
D) offering 

3 
employed  D) started 

nges.    

pplier’s ______ terms.    

. He has decided to ______ 

  court   C) sue   D) boycott  

 
 

   

 
 
 
1

A) than   B) but   C) before   D) as  
The supplier is ______ some very competitive prices.     
A) presenting  B) bidding  C) handing  
The decision has not been ______ yet.    

 A) taken   B) applied  C) 
4 After several months of falling profits, they finally ______ the need for cha
 A) believed  B) consented  C) accepted  D) tolerated 
5 This takeover will ______ strengthen our position in the market.      
 A) more   B) further   C) added   D) extra 
6 Negotiations broke down when no agreement could be reached over the su
 A) delivery  B) arrival   C) sending  D) transfer 
7 The employee who was sacked last week felt that his dismissal was unfair

the company.       
A) law blame  B)

8 If you have a bank account, the bank sends you a monthly ________ to  
inform you what has been debited from and credited to your account.    
A) sum notice  B) balance  C) bill letter  D) statement 
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9 A person who ow  and runs a b in , and is the on y person responsible for it, is called a ______ .  ns us ess l    

10 ping a product, it will take out a(n) ________ to 

 

art Two: Cloze ( 30 scores)  
e following two letters. You should select the best word or phrase from 

the 

 
ear Ms Morgan 

 A) limited company   B) sole trader 
C) entrepreneur    D) capitalist  
If a company has invested a lot of money in develo
protect its right to profit from the sales of that product.       
A) patent   B) blueprint  C) prototype  D) order 

 
 
P

There are 15 blanks in th
choices given below each letter. The first letter is to the Public Relations Officer at American 

Airlines; and the second is a notice in a company newsletter. You should mark your choices on the 
Answer Sheet.  

 

D
We __11__ a report expressing our dissatisfaction with American Airlines over the cancellation of our tickets 

ravel by air from Hong Kong to Kunming (in spite of having __14__ and paid for 

ht vouchers and 

bout this matter. 

seph Bartlett  

on a recent visit to Chengdu. This error __12__ some considerable worry and trouble during our visit, as well 
as incurring extra costs. 
As we were __13__ to t
this flight three months before), we were __15__ to go by road, the cost of which was $350. 
We would now like to ask weather this cost could be __16__ . We attach copies of our flig
the __17__ for the road transfer. 
We __18__ to hearing from you a
Yours sincerely 
 
Jo
 
11 A) enclose  B) submit   C) include  D) send    

d 

12 A) raised   B) caused   C) gave    D) made   
13 A) prevented  B) disabled  C) unable   D) incapable    
14 A) cancelled  B) recorded  C) registere  D) booked  
15 A) obliged  B) made   C) having   D) caused  
16 A) paid back  B) reduced  C) reimbursed  D) returned  
17 A) fare   B) quote   C) recipe   D) receipt  
18 A) expect   B) hope   C) are waiting  D) look forward   
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Company Newsletter 

Our Managing Director, Mark Taylor, has ice President of our parent company, 

rom a small business with a fragile bank balance to a __22__ concern. 
Last 

ss in his new role. It is not yet 
know

been offered a position as V
and is __19__ after more than 11 years with CECT. During his time as Managing Director, he has showing 
outstanding leadership __20__ . He has sometimes had to make some __21__ decisions, but he is known to 
be caring and concerned for his staff. 

Mr Taylor built up the company f
year, we achieved a __23__ turnover, thanks to his energy and __24__. 
Mr Taylor will be greatly missed by all, and we wish him every succe
n who will __25__ his position in CETC.  

 
19 A) retiring    B) being dismissed  C) resigning  D) parting   

art Three: Reading Comprehension ( 20 scores) 
nswer questions 26—35. There are 10 questions or 

utsource in haste 
In recent years, many top European comp go down the outsourcing route. Last year, 

ring 

, cut costs or exploit the expertise of specialists, 
outs

reas. 

20 A) qualities  B) character   C) aspects  D) attractions  
21 A) tough   B) strong    C) heavy   D) serious   
22 A) fading   B) dwindling   C) thriving  D) flowering   
23 A) maximum  B) record    C) top   D) leading   
24 A) challenge  B) power    C) force   D) drive    
25 A) fill out   B) fill up    C) fulfil   D) fill      
 
P
Read the article below about outsourcing, and a
unfinished statements. For each of them, there are four choices marked A), B), C) and D). You should decide 
on the best choice and mark the corresponding letter on your Answer Sheet. 

 
 
O

anies have decided to 
the fastest growth in the outsourcing of business processes occurred in the types of companies who can 
outsource services for contracts worth in excess of €50 million. Financial services (38%) and manufactu
(17%) are the business functions most commonly involved in such arrangements, but human resources 
showed the greatest growth of all outsourced functions. 

When a company wants to focus on its core business
ourcing certain of its functions may be the best answer. In many cases it makes strategic sense. The 

vendor (i.e. the provider of the outsource service) is able to focus on the outsourced function as a core 
competence, and can bring greater economies of scale and deeper knowledge and expertise in specific a
Many firms agree to outsourcing in the belief that it will allow them to concentrate strategic growth, reduce 
headcount and redirect capital budget. 
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However, decisions on outsourcing should be made extremely cautiously, or the vendor will be the only 

one 
ke 

 
e 

d 

ap into which firms are falling is failing to sort out department problems before outsourcing ― 
and  

tion, the process can become prolonged, 
expe

ts many change dramatically. Before outsourcing, the company must 

utsourcing by first defining their business processes and understanding all the 

 was 

6  What kind of businesses have most increased their outsourcing arrangements recently? 

alue 

utside Europe 
27  ragraph?        

 

reaping real benefits, while the purchasing company (i.e. the company which outsources services and 
buys them in) ends up giving money away. A firm that fails to calculate its in-house costs properly will ma
false comparisons with the cost of outsourcing. One manufacturing business, for example, had a small 
internal audit department with a staff of nine which had been costing them €500,000 a year to run. They
outsourced and paid €350,000 per year to the vendor. However, at the vendor's rate, this paid for just thre
people, who did the job adequately. The company had just thought that it was ridding itself of a problem an
saving money but in fact was paying over the odds for three people who it could have hired more cheaply 
in-house. 

The tr
of course it is the ‘problem’ departments that are most usually outsourced. Before taking the plunge, a

company should investigate any existing problems in the function they are considering outsourcing, solve 
them, and only then decide if outsourcing is the best option. 

Outsourcing is a complex endeavour. Without clear direc
nsive and frustrating. Outsourcing is generally a long-term contractual relationship, and over the 

contract term, the customer’s business, 
Competitive and regulatory environmen
decide what it wants to achieve within a specific time-frame, and make those expectations clear in the 
agreement with the vendor. 
   Firms should approach o
inputs and outputs in detail. Then, having reviewed where improvements might be made and inefficiencies 
eliminated, they are in a stronger position to negotiate with any vendor. The firm then can provide a list of 
each of their business tasks in detail and show whether the firm or a potential vendor is responsible for 
carrying out the tasks. However, in many cases, the review process is so beneficial that the function that
to be outsourced is, in the end, kept in-house. After all, if you outsource, someone else is making the money 
instead of you. Think carefully before relinquishing the chance to make a profit.  
 
2

A) companies in the financial services industry 
B) companies involved in deals above a certain v
C) manufacturing companies 
D) companies which operate o
What does ‘headcount’ mean in the second pa
A) different kinds of companies  B) number of experts 
C) varieties of business functions  D) staffing levels 
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28 istake that the manufacturing business made? 

 in-house operation.      

run the function themselves.  

 
9  The writer says that ‘problem departments’ should be ______.     

tsourcing 
 
0 What does ‘to sort out’ mean in the fourth paragraph?         

 deal with   
 
1 What does ‘Before taking the plunge’ mean in the fourth paragraph?     

g. 

2 What does ‘prolonged’ mean in the fifth paragraph?    
 ) R ther long. 

3 What does ‘relinquishing’ mean in the last paragraph?       

4 In the fifth paragraph, what advice does the writer give about outsourcing?  

B) Research what is likely to happen during the life of the outsourcing agreement.  

35  hole?    

or themselves.  

 

What was the m
A) They paid more to the vendor than they had paid to run their
B) They failed to save any money through outsourcing. 
C) They miscalculated how much they needed to pay to 
D) They used a company who had insufficient skilled staff. 

2
A) used in experiments to assess the suitability of outsourcing  
B) sorted out before being considered for outsourcing 
C) kept out of any plans for outsourcing 
D) chosen before other departments for ou

3
 A) To solve.   B) To separate  C) To organize D) To

3
 A) Before starting the business.  B) Before deciding to do somethin
 C) Before making profits.   D) Before decreasing quickly. 
 
3
 A) Hopeless.  B) Hopeful.  C) Too short.  D a
 
3
 A) Giving in.  B) Grasping  C) Giving up.  D) Using. 
 
3

A) Set time constraints on the delivery of results from the outsourcing     
relationship.  

C) Write conditions into the contract covering you against any unexpected events.  
D) Avoid agreeing terms which will tie you to one vendor for a long period. 
What is the writer's main point about the use of outsourcing in the text as a w
A) Outsourcing can only benefit certain business processes. 
B) Outsourcing may lose firms opportunities to gain profits f
C) Outsourcing will start to lose its popularity in the near future. 
D) Outsourcing relationships are more trouble than they’re worth.
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Part Four: Writing Task ( 30 scores) 
 of money on its travel and entertainment expenses. You have been 

 

l and entertainment expenses you are spending the money on; 

ed 
 a mportant.  Write about 200—350 words. 

 Your department is spending a lot
asked by the Finance Director to write a report about this.  
So, you should write a brief report to the Finance Director. 
Write about:  

 what trave
 why this spending is necessary; 
 how this spending could be reduc

and ny other points which you think are i
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


